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PLAN FOR THIS SESSION

MCwordle
Iterative multiple choice 

practice with limited feedback

Walk Arounds
Instant feedback with google 

form data validation

Scrambles
Unscrambling secret words by 

solving practice problems
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01 MCwordle
Iterative multiple choice 

practice with limited feedback



Why is Wordle Awesome?
● Iterative (it’s ok to be wrong)
● Feedback is useful but limited
● Low floor
● Personalized journey
● and more…



Introducing…
MCwordle!



How to Play MCwordle
● Groups complete a timed 

8-question multiple choice quiz

● Only 6 attempts to get a score 
of 100% correct

● Teacher provides feedback in a 
specific way after each attempt



Limited Feedback

● If all questions in the larger box are 
correct (i.e. 1, 2, 5, and 6), then it is 
colored green

● If at least one question in the box is 
incorrect, it is colored red



Limited Feedback

● Groups must re-evaluate responses to 
determine what (if any) answers they 
want to change

● Each round of feedback has different 
groupings of questions



Limited Feedback

● Feedback groupings become more 
precise with each attempt but 
question by question feedback isn’t 
provided until Attempt 5
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Why MCwordle?
Makes multiple 
choice review 

collaborative and fun

Easy to create and 
adapt (just 8 MC 

questions per round)

Practices test taking 
skills of assigning 

confidence

Goal of 100% leads to 
deeper thinking and 

continual review



Walk Arounds
Instant feedback with google 
form data validation 02



What is a Walk Around?
● Posters with questions around the room

● Google form “answer sheet” set up with 
data validation
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https://bit.ly/mncose22googleform


Setting up the Form

● Add “Short Answer” question

● Click the 3 dots in the bottom right-hand corner

● Turn on “Data validation”



Validation Options

Make sure to include 
“Custom Error Text” or it will 
tell students the answer 
that it is looking for 😉

● Number → “Equal to”  |  “Between”
● Text → “Contains”
● Regular Expression → “Matches”

Can accept multiple answers:

i.e. (Bohr|bohr|BOHR)



Why Walk Arounds?

Gets students up and 
moving around the 

classroom

Feedback allows 
student to correct 

work in the moment

Students turn to 
peers with questions 

before teacher

Visible indication of 
areas of need



03 Scrambles
Unscrambling secret words by 

solving practice problems



What is a “Scramble”?
● Many single question posters with 

different tasks that require more 
detailed problem solving

● All questions have a numerical answer 
that matches the answer of at least 
one other question

● Students group by answer and 
unscramble the letters into a word
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SCRAMBLE!



Why Scrambles?

Lots of practice for 
long form problem 

solving

Collaborative with 
multiple access 

points

Feedback leaves 
room for revision

Students naturally 
differentiate the task



Recap of Strategies…

MCwordle
Iterative multiple choice 

practice with limited feedback

Walk Arounds
Instant feedback with google 

form data validation

Scrambles
Unscrambling secret words by 

solving practice problems
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THANKS!

CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons 
by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Any questions? You can reach me at 
@cossettej & cossettej@gmail.com

bit.ly/cossettemncose
Session materials posted at

For more resources like these:
passionatelycurioussci.weebly.com

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
https://bit.ly/cossettemncose
https://bit.ly/cossettemncose


04 Pixel Art
Digital Worksheet where 

students reveal a secret image

BONUS STRATEGY!!



Examples of Pixel Art



Examples of Pixel Art
bit.ly/mysterypixelart

https://bit.ly/mysterypixelart

